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ABSTRACT

Large-scale continuous media (CM) system implementations require scalable servers most likely built from clusters of
storage nodes. Across such nodes random data placement is an attractive alternative to the traditional round-robin striping.
One benefit of random placement is that additional nodes can be added with low data-redistribution overhead such that the
system remains load balanced. One of the challenges in this environment is the implementation of a retransmission-based
error control (RBEC) technique. Because data is randomly placed, a client may not know which server node to ask for a
lost packet retransmission.
We have designed and implemented a RBEC technique that utilizes the benefits of random data placement in a cluster
server environment while allowing a client to efficiently identify the correct server node for lost packet requests. We have
implemented and evaluated our technique with a one-, two-, and four-way server cluster and across local and wide-area
networks. Our results show the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach in a real-world environment.
Keywords: Retransmission, continuous media, error control

1. INTRODUCTION
Continuous media (CM), such as digital video and audio, much exceed the resource demands of traditional data types
and require massive amounts of space and bandwidth for their storage and transmission. 2 To achieve the high bandwidth
and storage required for multi-user CM servers, multinode clusters of commodity personal computers offer an attractive
and cost-effective solution to support many simultaneous display requests. One of the characteristics of CM streams is
that they require data to be delivered from the server to a client location at a predetermined rate. This rate may vary
over time for streams that have been compressed with a variable bitrate (VBR) media encoder. VBR streams enhance the
rendering quality, however they will generate bursty traffic on a packet switched network such as the Internet. This in turn
can easily lead to packet loss due to congestion. Such data loss adversely affects compressed audio and video streams
because much of the temporal or spatial redundancy in the data has already been removed by the compression algorithm.
Furthermore, important data such as audio/video synchronization information may get lost that will introduce artifacts in a
stream for longer than a single frame. As a result it is imperative that as little as possible of a stream’s data is lost during
the transmission between the server and a client.
We were faced with all these constraints when we implemented our CM prototype system called Yima. 14 In this report
we detail our design and implementation of an efficient packet recovery algorithm that supports multiple server nodes
connected to many client stations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related work in this field. Section 3 then details
the challenges in a multi-node server environment and our approach to the solution. In Section 4 we present our extensive
experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future research issues.
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Figure 1. Multi-node Yima continuous media server architecture.

2. RELATED WORK
Previous work has mostly concentrated on analyzing the viability and effectiveness of retransmission based error control
schemes for continuous media applications.6, 7, 9
Marasli et al.7 have compared the reliability and delay of sender-based and receiver-based loss detection. Papadopoulos
and Parulkar8 have presented a retransmission scheme employing gap-based loss detection. However their scheme is
limited to a single-sender setup as it employs a global sequence number for loss detection.
To our knowledge there has been no proposal so far for retransmission based error control in an environment where
the data is randomly distributed across multiple server nodes. Random data placement enables scale up of the number of
nodes in the server cluster with low data-redistribution overhead. However, because of random placement of the data, when
a packet is lost, the client cannot determine the correct server node to which it should send a retransmission request (or
NACK) only on the basis of the global sequence number as proposed in all the previous work.

3. APPROACH
For large-scale client-server applications the aggregation of multiple server machines into a cluster is essential to achieve
high-performance and scalability. We will first outline our assumed system platform and then describe the challenges and
our proposed solution in detail.

3.1. System architecture
Figure 1 shows the overall system architecture of Yima. Our implementation emphasizes the use of low-cost, off-the-shelf,
commodity hardware components for the complete end-to-end system. In our prototype implementation the server consists
of a four-way cluster of rack-mountable Dell PowerEdge 1550 Pentium III 866 MHz PCs with 256 MB of memory running
Red Hat Linux 7.0. The media data is stored on four 18 GB Seagate Cheetah hard disk drives that are connected to the
server nodes via Ultra160 SCSI channels.
The nodes in the cluster communicate with each other and send the media data via multiple 100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet
connections. Each server is attached to a local Cabletron 6000 switch with a Fast Ethernet line. The local switch is
connected to both a WAN backbone (to serve distant clients) and a LAN environment with local clients. Choosing an IP
based network keeps the per-port equipment cost low and is immediately compatible with the public Internet.
The clients are again based on the commodity PC platform. The Yima client software (Yima Presentation Player) runs
on either Red Hat Linux or Microsoft Windows. It is structured into several components:

Media Type
Decoder
Channels
OS
Min. CPU Speed
Video Resolution
Audio Encoding
Delivery Rate
a

DivX;-) MPEG-4
Software
1 video + 2 audio
Linux (RH 7.x)
500 MHz
720×480
MP3
1 Mb/s

Client Media Type Support
MPEG-2 + DD
MPEG-2 HD
Creative Dxr2 DVD Vela Research Cinecast HD
1 video + 5.1 audio
1 video + 16 audio
Linux (RH 7.x)
Linux (RH 7.x)
300 MHz
750 MHz
720×480
1920×1080i
Dolby Digital AC-3 uncompressed linear PCMa
6 to 8 Mb/s
40 + 12 Mb/s

MPEG-1 & 2
Vela Research Cinecast
4 video + 8 audio
Windows NT 4.0
400 MHz
4 × (720 × 480)
MPEG-1 & 2
4 × 5 Mb/s

Our Remote Media Immersion (RMI) system implements a 10.2 channel immersive sound system. See http://imsc.usc.edu/rmi.

Table 1. Yima client media type support. All clients are currently implemented on standard Pentium III PC platforms but could also be
ported to digital set-top boxes.

1. The network thread manages both the control and data connections between the servers and the client. The control
connection is based on the real-time streaming protocol (RTSP, TCP-based) protocol while the data transmission is
carried out via the real-time protocol (RTP, UDP-based) protocol.
2. The user interface thread allows user input to be processed such as pause and resume commands.
3. The playback thread retrieves media data that has been stored in the playback circular buffer by the network thread,
decodes (i.e., decompresses) it and renders the resulting data via the appropriate output device (e.g., the sound card
for audio or the graphics card for video).
Within this modular architecture we have implemented multiple software and hardware decoders to support various
media types. Table 1 lists the different media types that Yima currently recognizes. Our design goal was to not only support
the standard MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4 media types at various data rates (i.e., starting from 600 Kb/s for MPEG-4
up to 20 Mb/s for the MPEG-2 high-definition TV (HDTV) format as defined by ATSC † ), but also allow both constant bit
rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) transmissions.

3.2. Server multi-node design
An important component of delivering isochronous multimedia over IP networks to end users and applications is the careful
design of a multimedia storage server. The task of such a server is twofold: (1) it needs to efficiently store the data and (2)
it must schedule the retrieval and delivery of the data precisely before it is transmitted over the network. Recall that our
server cluster architecture is designed to harness the resources of many nodes and many disk drives per node concurrently.
We start by describing the server implementation and then elaborate on the challenges for the media data transmission
components.
Magnetic disk drives have established themselves as the storage device of choice for CM servers because of their high
performance and moderate cost. A single high-end disk, such as the Seagate Cheetah X15, can sustain an average transfer
rate of more than 30 MB/s (e.g., close to sixty 4 Mb/s streams, under ideal conditions). If – for a large-scale server – a
higher bandwidth or more storage space are required than a single disk can deliver then disk drives are commonly combined
into disk arrays.3 For load-balancing purposes without requiring data replication a multimedia object X is commonly
striped into blocks, e.g., X0 , X1 , . . . , Xn−1 across an array.10, 16
Both, the display time of a block and its transfer time from the disk are a function of the display requirements of an
object and the transfer rate of the disk, respectively. A multimedia object may either require a constant bit rate (CBR) or
a variable bit rate (VBR) for a smooth display. VBR encoding generally results in a superior visual quality as compared
with CBR for the same object size, because bits can be allocated to high-complexity scenes rather than being spread out
evenly. However, the bursty nature of VBR media imposes additional challenges for the data scheduling and transmission
mechanisms. A CM server should be designed to handle both types of media. Many of today’s popular compression
algorithms, e.g. MPEG-4, can produce VBR streams.
There are two basic techniques to assign the data blocks to the magnetic disk drives that form the storage system:
in a round-robin sequence,1 or in a random manner.11 Traditionally, the round-robin placement utilizes a cycle-based
†
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approach to scheduling of resources to guarantee a continuous display, while the random placement utilizes a deadlinedriven approach. In general, the round-robin/cycle-based approach provides high throughput with little wasted bandwidth
for video objects that are retrieved sequentially (e.g., a feature length movie). Block retrievals can be scheduled in
advance by employing optimized disk scheduling algorithms (such as elevator 13 ) during each cycle. Furthermore, the load
imposed by a display is distributed evenly across all disks. However, the initial startup latency for an object might be
large under heavy load because the disk on which the starting block of the object resides might be busy for several cycles.
The random/deadline-driven approach, on the other hand, enables short startup latencies can easily support multimedia
applications with non-sequential data access patterns including VBR video or audio, and interactive applications such as
3D interactive virtual worlds, interactive scientific visualizations, etc. Interestingly, results show that system performance
with random data allocation is competitive and sometimes even outperforms traditional data striping techniques, for
the workloads for which data striping is designed to work best; i.e. streams with sequential access patterns and CBR
requirements.12
Additionally, a scalable storage architecture should allow for the addition of disks to increase storage capacity and/or
bandwidth. by randomly placing data blocks on multiple nodes it is possible to move the minimal number of blocks from
an existing storage system to newly added disk drives.4 For example, increasing a four-disk platform to five disks requires
only 20% of all data blocks to be moved, whereas with traditional round-robin striping nearly 100% of all data would need
to be relocated.
Due to its superiority in supporting general workloads, allowing incremental system growth and providing competitive
system performance, we chose random data allocation for our Yima server architecture.
One disadvantage of random data placement is the need for a large amount of meta-data: the location of each block X i
must be stored and managed in a centralized repository (e.g., tuples of the form hX i , disky i). Yima avoids this overhead by
utilizing a pseudo-random block placement. With random number generators, a seed value initiates a sequence of random
numbers. Such a sequence is pseudo-random because it can be reproduced if the same seed value is used. By placing
blocks in a pseudo-random fashion, the next block in a sequence of blocks can always be found using the pseudo-random
number generator and the appropriate seed for that sequence. Hence, Yima needs to store only the seed for each file object
instead of locations for every block.

3.3. Retransmission-based error control
The Yima cluster architecture takes advantage not only of the distributed storage resources among the multiple nodes, but
also of the multiple network connections that link all the nodes together. To avoid traffic bottlenecks, each node transmits
the data blocks that it holds directly to the clients via the RTP protocol. Hence, each client will receive RTP data packets
from each server node within the cluster. Because RTP packets are connection-less UDP datagrams they might arrive
slightly out-of-order at the client location. Reordering can easily be achieved with the help of a global sequence number
across all packets.
However, an interesting challenge arises when retransmission-based error control is employed. Recall that the current
Internet infrastructure provides only best-effort packet delivery and UDP datagrams are not guaranteed to arrive. Therefore,
the transmission of CM streams via RTP/UDP requires special provisions if the quality of the rendered streams at the
receiving side should be acceptable. One possible solution is the use of forward error correction (FEC). However, FEC can
add significant overhead, especially for bursty VBR traffic. With Yima we are transmitting some streams that require in
excess of 50 Mb/s bandwidth, for example for our Remote Media Immersion experiments 15). In that case, retransmissionbased error control (RBEC) is an attractive option. RBEC has been shown to be an effective solution for CM applications
that employ a playout buffer at the client side.8
A central question arises when data is randomly stored across multiple server nodes and retransmission-based error
control is employed:
When multiple servers deliver packets that are part of a single stream, and a packet does not arrive, how does the client
know which server node attempted to send it?
In other words, it is not obvious where the client should send its request for retransmission of the packet. There are two
general solutions to this problem. First, the client can broadcast the retransmission request to all server nodes, or second,
it can compute the server node to which it issues the retransmission request.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the communication between two server nodes and one client, including the path for retransmission requests.

3.3.1. Broadcast retransmission requests
With the broadcast approach, all server nodes receive a packet retransmission request. Please note that the request
broadcasting in this scenario can be well targeted to include all the server nodes, but no other computers. From observing
the RTP/UDP packet header source IP address, the client can easily establish the complete set of server nodes. Once a
server receives a request it checks whether it holds the packet, and either ignores the request or performs a retransmission.
Consequently, this approach wastes network bandwidth and increases server load.
3.3.2. Unicast retransmission requests
The second, more efficient and scalable method of sending retransmission requests requires that the unique server node that
holds the missing packet be identified. This could be accomplished in several ways. For example, the client could reproduce
the pseudo-random number sequence that was originally used to place the data across multiple server nodes. This approach
has several drawbacks. First, identical algorithms on both the clients and the servers must be used at all times. If the
server software is upgraded then all clients must be upgraded immediately too. The logistics of such an undertaking can be
daunting if the clients are distributed among thousands of end users. Second, during scaling operations the number of server
nodes or disk drives changes and hence new parameters need to be propagated to the clients immediately. Otherwise, the
server nodes will be misidentified. Third, if for any reason the client computation is ahead or behind the server computation
(e.g., the total number of packets received does not match the number of packets sent, then any future computations will be
wrong. This could potentially happen if the client has only a limited memory and packets arrive sufficiently out-of-sequence.
A more robust approach is as follows. The client determines the server node from which a lost RTP packet was intended
to be delivered by detecting gaps in node-specific packet sequence numbers. We term these local sequence numbers (LSN)
as opposed to the global sequence number (GSN) that orders all packets. Although this approach requires packets to

contain a node-specific sequence number along with a global sequence number, the clients require very little computation
to identify and locate missing packets.

3.4. RBEC implementation
Figure 2 illustrates the concept of the local sequence numbers with a two-node server. The transmission module at each
server node adds a local sequence number to the RTP header of each packet. The LSNs are 32-bit wide, i.e., they wrap
around to zero after every set of 232 packets. Furthermore, the LSNs for different client sessions are independent.
As a client starts to receive packets, it acquires the number of server nodes by detecting the number of distinct source
IP addresses in the received RTP/UDP packets. Additionally, the client also maintains an array of bit flags to keep track
of the LSNs received from each node. Hence, on receipt of a new packet the client first examines the source IP address to
identify the server node. Then it sets the corresponding bit for the received LSN in the flag array for that node.
The client uses a gap based detection algorithm to initiate retransmission requests. After receiving a set of Q packets,
it scans the flag arrays of each server node. Flags that are not set indicate a missing LSN. For each missing LSN the client
sends a retransmission request to the corresponding server node to obtain the missing packet.
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Figure 3. Frequency distribution of packet sequence number re-ordering. Gaps of one or two are fairly common while gaps of more than
eight are unusual.

On receipt of a retransmission request, the server identifies the client via the source IP address of the received request.
The server retransmission module maintains a circular buffer per client with the last M previously transmitted packets.
Each LSN maps to a particular index in this buffer. The packet corresponding to the LSN of a particular retransmission
request is either still present in the circular buffer, or it has been replaced by newer packets already. If the packet is found,
it is sent to the client. Otherwise the request is out of range and no further action is taken.
A missing LSN at the client side usually indicates a packet loss. However, in some cases the packet is just transmitted
out-of-order or delayed due to some temporary condition in the network. For example, Figure 3 shows the amount of
re-ordering observed during five separate streaming sessions between our server on the East Coast and a client located in
our laboratory at USC. Re-ordering gaps of one or two sequence numbers are fairly common, while gaps longer than about
eight are very infrequent on this particular path.
Issuing retransmission requests for such re-ordered packets is obviously unnecessary and it would waste server resources
as well as network bandwidth. Furthermore, the client would receive such a packet twice. This suggests that the client
should wait sufficiently long before requesting retransmissions so that it does not make any premature retransmission
requests. However, if retransmission requests are delayed too long, the server may no longer hold a copy of the requested
LSN in its retransmission buffer. A large number of such dropped requests can potentially make the retransmission protocol
ineffective and have a severe effect on the playback quality at the client.
Therefore, the correct operation of the described mechanism depends on a useful ratio of R = M/Q. Intuitively
M = Q should work fine under ideal conditions. Figure 4 shows the total number of out of range requests received by the
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Figure 4. The number of out of range request at the server side and the number of packets received twice by the client as a function of
the buffer size ratio on both ends.

server and the number of packets received twice by the client, as a function of R. Because of the packet round-trip delay,
the number of out of range packets drops to zero for a ratio slightly larger than 1 (R ≥ 1.14). At the same time, the number
of duplicates increases for R > 1.02 and remains fairly constant afterwards. We conducted all our experiments with this
ratio.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We integrated the RBEC technique into our distributed continuous media architecture called Yima, which serves as the
platform for testing the effectiveness of our algorithm. Fig. 1 illustrates our experimental setup. The RBEC algorithm
is implemented as plug-in modules in both the server and client software. Note that only one retransmission attempt is
implemented in the current version of the RBEC algorithm. In all these experiments, the servers stream the MPEG-2 movie
“Twister” to a client. Table 2 lists the parameters and their values that we used in our experiments.
Parameters
Test movie “Twister”
Average bandwidth
Length
Throughput std. dev.
Number of server nodes (N )

Configurations
MPEG-2 video, AC-3 audio
698594 Bytes/sec
25 minutes
308283.8
1, 2, 4

Table 2. Parameters used in the experiments.

We conducted the experiments with two different types of networks: (1) a LAN where the server and client are directly
connected through a Fast-Ethernet switch and the round-trip time (RTT) is usually less than 1 ms, and (2) a cross-continental
link via a shared Internet link, where the RTT is around 70 ms. Table 3 shows the data route from one of the servers at
USC to our client machine at the Information Sciences Institute East in Arlington, Virginia. In the following sections we
report the experimental results in details.

4.1. LAN experiments
In our LAN environment we experience very little packet loss. In order to evaluate our RBEC technique and to emulate
network loss phenomena, we implemented a loss module for each server. Whenever a server node needs to send a packet,
the loss module decides whether to discard the packet or not. We used a 2-state Markov model, also known as the
Gilbert model5 to emulate the bursty packet loss behavior in the network. This model is characterized by two conditional

Hop#
0
1
2
3
4
5

Router
imsc.nge.isi.edu (140.173.170.9)
m40.cairn.net (140.173.170.1) 0.353 ms 0.253 ms 0.238 ms
m20.cairn.net (140.173.1.85) 66.306 ms 66.304 ms 66.254 ms
snet usc.cairn.net (140.173.155.7) 66.456 ms 66.406 ms 66.368 ms
rtr-gw-1.usc.edu (128.125.254.1) 66.513 ms 66.516 ms 66.615 ms
zanjaan.usc.edu (128.125.163.158) 66.476 ms 66.599 ms 66.599 ms

Table 3. End-to-end route from the Yima client (located at ISI East, Arlington, Virginia) to one of the Yima server nodes (USC campus,
Los Angeles) via DARPA SuperNet. The distance between these two is more than 4,000 km. SuperNet is a cross-country network
funded by DARPA’s Next Generation Internet Program and is composed of several interconnected and interoperating testbeds. Note that
the data traffic between hop one and two is tunneled across the continent.
1-p
0
(non-loss)

p

q

1-q
1
(loss)

Figure 5. The Gilbert loss model.

probabilities p and q, as shown in Fig. 5. The mean arrival and loss probabilities P arrival and Ploss can be computed by
Equation 1.
q
p
Parrival =
, Ploss =
(1)
p+q
p+q
In all our experiments we set p = 0.0192 and q = 0.8454 as suggested in. 17
approximately 2.221%.

So, the mean loss probability Ploss is

Fig. 6 shows the client oberved packet loss rate after using RBEC, termed effective loss, with different server configurations (N = 1, 2 and 4 nodes) in a LAN environment. Fig. 6(a) shows the raw packet loss rate measured at the client during
the streaming of the movie “Twister” generated by the loss model. Note that the average packet loss rate is 2.226%, which
matches well with the Ploss calculated by the Gilbert model. Figs. 6(b), (c) and (d) present the effective loss during 1400
seconds of the same movie with a different number of server nodes. The average packet loss rate declines dramactically
from 2.226% to 0.0582% for N = 1, 0.0623% for N = 2, and 0.162% for N = 4.
Fig. 7 shows the RTP packet global sequence numbers at the client side between 0 and 20,000 during the first 100
seconds of the movie for 2 and 4 nodes server configuration. Note that the each RTP packet uses a standard 16-bit global
sequence number, so it wraps around after 65536 packets. In both cases, there are two wrap-arounds during the first 100
seconds. There are three pairs of lines. The first lines in each pair represent packets which are successfully transmitted
initially, while the second lines show the successfully retransmitted packets. Fig. 7 shows that the amount of retransmitted
packets is much less than initially delivered packets. Recall that in our current implementation, RBEC only attempts one
retransmisson request.

4.2. WAN experiments
In our WAN experiments, we performed the same set of experiments as reported for the LAN environment. The servers
remained unchanged in our USC campus laboratory while the client was now located across the continential United States
in Virginia. The network path as shown in Table 3 is part of SuperNet which is a cross-country network funded by DARPA’s
Next Generation Internet Program and is composed of several interconnected and interoperating testbeds. This includes
gigabit speed wide area connectivity between the Information Sciences Institute East (Arlington, Virginia) and USC (Los
Angeles, California) over which this testing was accomplished. All data packets went through this shared Internet link and
therefore some packet losses occured naturally. We conducted tests both with and without adding artificial losses.
Similar to Fig. 6, Fig. 8 shows the effective loss with RBEC enabled, with N = 1, 2 and 4 server nodes. Fig. 8(a)
shows the raw packet loss rate. Note that the average packet loss rate is 0.022262, which is surprisingly similar to the P loss
generated by the Gilbert model we used in our LAN experiments. However, compared with Fig. 6(a), it is much less bursty
than the one generated by the loss model.
Fig. 8(b), (c) and (d) present the effective loss with a different number of server nodes. The average packet loss rate
declined dramactically from 2.2262% to 0.0556% for N = 1, 0.0859% for N = 2, and 0.0429% for N = 4.
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Figure 8. Effective loss with different number of servers in a WAN environment.
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Fig. 9(a): N = 2 nodes.
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Fig. 9(b): N = 4 nodes. As a comparison, in this test
the Gilbert loss model was turned off, i.e., only the natural
packet losses are shown.

Figure 9. Client observed RTP packet global sequence number for N = 2 and 4 nodes in a WAN environment.

Fig. 9 shows similar results to Fig. 7 for the WAN environment. Note that in Fig. 9(b) the Gilbert loss model was
turned off, as a comparison. Therefore, only the retransmissions due to natural packet losses are shown. The amount of
retransmitted packets is less than with the Gilbert loss model, shown in Fig. 9(a). We attribute this to the nature of the
high-bandwidth link that we used for our WAN experiments.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
We have presented the novel challenges that arise when a multi-node server cluster that stores data randomly across nodes
is combined with retransmission based error control. We have presented an approach based on sequence numbers that are
local per node. With this solution retransmission requests can be sent directly to the correct machine. We have implemented
our technique and evaluated it with an extensive set of experiments across LAN and WAN environments. The results show
that the method is feasible and effective. A possible extension of this work will be to allow multiple retransmission requests
per packet.
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